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architectural space is designed and built for occupation by
the body: the individual body, the collective body, the
bodies of all species... as becoming architects we must
develop an awareness and a recognition of this critical
relationship.

through an investigation of this relationship between the
living system(s) (the body) and the static cartesian space (the
frame), this project explores ways to actively engage body
and architecture.
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THE UPSETTER MATRIX

(A) YEAR (B) GROUPING (C) DURATION (D) LOCATION (E) FACILITATORS (F) BRIEF DELIVERY (A) SUBJECT / THEME (B) DISCIPLINES (C) DELIVERY (D) ASSESSMENT

CONVENTIONAL 0 one year only individual / group defined (allocated 
design  studio hours) design studio design studio tutors written

initiated by course 
coordinator / lead 

tutor
architecture models, drawings, 

posters, slideshows by staff

1 all years together defined number of 
students per group condensed (ex. 24h) elsewhere on 

campus
design studio tutors 

of other years verbal only multiple initiators 
(design studio tutors)

non-architecture or 
design written only (essay) by students only

2 y1+y2 student choice: 
individulal or group

undefined (the 
project might only be 
3 weeks long in the 

timetable but 
students have 6 

months to complete 

in architecture office mixed desing studio 
tutors

different medium 
(painting, song, etc) initiated by students liberal arts verbal only (story 

telling) by staff and students

3 y1+y3 all students as one 
group

in architecturally 
unrelated location 

(ex. sports hall, 
museum, community 

centre, etc.)

"outsiders": not 
design studio tutors 

(non architects, wider 
community 

stakeholders)

initiated by 
"outsiders" scientific disciplines abstracted (cake, 

dance, song) no assessment

4 y1+y4
student choice: free 
groups of different 

sizes

design studio tutors + 
"outsiders" crafts built only (scale 1:1) self-evaluation

5 y1+y2+y3 by unrelated staff or 
"outsiders"

6 y1+y2+y4 students evaluating 
staff

7 y1+y3+y4

8 y2+y3

9 y2+y4

10 y2+y3+y4

11 y3+4

STRUCTURE (S) CONTENT (C)

UPSETTER 
ELEMENT 
OPTIONS

COMPONENTS

ELEMENTS



mixed year group
short duration

open space 
other facilitators

brief delivery verbal

drawing
assessment











Sunday 21 July 

M[ ]VE RUN SCHEDULE 
Rahina /Monday 22 July 1.30pm 
 

Introduction of the project intentions [MG, KF] 202-1010 
Discussion of the descriptor  

 

Warm up/distribution to groups [MG] 202-1010 
 

Bodily response to architectural space/architectural element/s [MG, KF] 
This section is site based and could be either inside (TBA) or outside (TBA) 

Depending on the weather. (Monday weather meant to be sunny) 

Outside sites: courtyards behind B001, courtyard just above workshop B15, …. 

Inside sites: B202-1010, Exhibition space, basement off the print room, Building 108…. 

We need four spaces in each category? and preferably all in close proximity so we don’t lose 
time in travel. 
Either 
Work as a whole group on this section on one site 

One group member to act as a recorder on phone (photo or video) 

or 
Work as individual group of 4 on various sites 

One group member to act as a recorder on phone (photo or video) 

The recorder to rotate for each of the actions outlined below. 

 

Action; 

A1…body working formally with the space/element/s 

A2…body working formally against the space/element/s 

A3...body responding emotionally [free formally?] 

A4…body transgressing the codes of the space/element/s …functionally 

A5…body transgressing the codes of the space/element/s… socially 

We would both talk through with the students how these actions might work.  

We need to be on site coaching (supporting, encouraging) them. 

and 

The bodies need to be prepared for the above works. (Tuning/building awareness) 

 

Feedback to the cohort [ALL] 202-1010 

Each group to assemble the recordings in a coherent manner and verbally explain the way in 

which they were working. 

We would require a computer and screen (Brett) in 202-1010. They would need a simple 

programme like ppt or similar to organise the images. Maybe a format where they show an 

image of the architecture alongside the images of their response. Then they can discuss the 

reasons for responses and in particular when it comes to the later actions A4 and A5 the 

functional and social implications and the ideas of codification discussed in the Bad Habit(at) 

paper. 

 

Discussion of future work [ALL] 202-1010 

WEEK ONE ………static



A1…body working formally with the space/element/s

A2…body working formally against the 
space/element/s

A3...body responding emotionally [free formally?]

A4…body transgressing the codes of the 
space/element/s …functionally
A5…body transgressing the codes of the 
space/element/s… socially













emotion/narrative



Tim Melville Gallery
Alberto  Garcia Alvarez







WEEK ONE ………………....................dynamic
becca wood workshop

+diary of emotional response to these actions



M[ ]VE RUN SCHEDULE 
Rahina /Monday 29 July 1.30pm 
 
10.30am Meet with Luke Schwalger and Ansgar Pale [MG] 
Transport frames from workshop to 202-1010 
Begin construction  
 
1.30pm Construction of the frames [202-1010] 
Continued from the morning 
[KF and MG remove themselves to discuss strategy and planning] 
 
2.30pm 
Select the most evocative/powerful sentence from your text documentation of the previous 
Thursday work that records the feeling /the emotion experience of the various actions and 
activities. 
Read this to the class from within/or adjacent to your frame. 
[intuit the best location within/without your frame to read this sentence aloud to the class. 
You are encouraged to add gesture that supports the feeling of the selected sentence] 
[15 minutes] 
 
2.45pm 
As a group discuss the sentences presented and the emotions/feelings identified. 
Decide how you are going to work.  
Is there a commonality amongst the emotions identified? 
Can you work together or are there clearly different ideas present?  
 
When you have decided how you will work produce a work that embodies the 
emotions/feelings that you have identified and discussed. 
Pull this work together through movement. 
[think of this as a sketch. This is simply a way of making a series of movements that work 
together to communicate an emotion. It will be loose but it is a beginning…] 
Present this to the class. 
[45 minutes] 
 
3.30pm 
Perform your movement sketches 
After each performance, comment by peers and staff. 
[30 minutes] 
 
4.00pm 
Using the materials available to you in the room, add to the frame in a way that strengthens 
the intent of the passage of movement that you have just performed. 
Each group reperforms their work. 
[30mins] 
 
Mahi for Tuesday and Thursday this week 

WEEK TWO

















M[ ]VE RUN SCHEDULE 
Rahina/Monday 05 August 1.30pm 
 
1.30pm  
Performance of work from Rapare/Thursday last [202-1010] 
Taking the four bodily constructions that you developed with the addition of physical 
element/s to the frames that you feel enhance the performance of these bodily 
constructions. 
 
Now remove the frame enhancements and  
Re-perform the movement sequence with no additions. 
Comment by all on the impact of addition and subtraction of the physical elements 
 

NOW 
We would ask you to integrate  
the performance developed out of the transgressive action workshops developed with 
Becca Wood in Week 1  
with the performance developed during Week 2 that focussed on frames and planes  
to produce a final performance for Presentation this coming Rapare/Thursday. 
 
We would suggest that the process of  
Developing a performance with bodies only  
Then working with added material 
And finally taking that material away 
has produced a more resolved and cohesive performance. 
 
Mahi for Rapare/Thursday 
To develop your final performance. 
[points to consider: tectonics of performance, costume, layout of the frames]  
 
FINIS 1630 
 

WEEK THREE



FINAL PERFORMANCE
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jRQW8Hkex5N
ZRr-OhUPgTgGI-VE4-6nG

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jRQW8Hkex5NZRr-OhUPgTgGI-VE4-6nG




END STUFF
This project reinforced the value of

working with a same disciplinary colleague 
to develop a project through an extensive 
discursive process
working with a colleague from another 
discipline.
reducing your original expansive ideas to 
the essence
that critical piece of theory that can act as a 
pivot in the project



working with those same colleagues in the 
implementation of the project.

removing the assessment of the core 
production from the grading

erasing the drawing



END STUFF
This project reinforced the value of

the experience of seeing students actively 
engage in an activity in which they had little 
or no formal learning.

we must presume that this direct experience 
of bodies in space translates into 
architectural knowledge



Merci/ngā mihi/thank you
Ka huri…


